
Tickets are made available subject to the classification of the relevant film given by the 

Office of Film and Literature Classification. By purchasing a ticket, you represent that 

you are of an age permitted to purchase a ticket pursuant to the relevant classification 

for the film. Unless otherwise stated all transactions are denoted in Australian dollars. 

 

ACCESS AND USE 

You must not use this site, or any in any manner or for any purpose which is unlawful or 

contrary to and of these Terms. 

 

Mansfield Armchair Cinema reserves the right to reject in its absolute discretion any 

order you place to purchase a Product, or to deny access to this site, for any conduct 

that Mansfield Cinema, in its sole discretion, believes may breach the law or any of 

these Terms. 

 

Content on this site, such as graphics, logos and film clips, information, text, material, 

software or advertisements (content) is protected by Australian and international 

copyright and trademark law. 

 

Content on the site must not be modified, copied, reproduced, republished, framed, 

uploaded to anyone else, posted, transmitted or distributed in any way except as 

expressly provided for on the site, or as expressly authorised in writing by Cinema Nova 

or its affiliates. Strictly on the condition that you keep the content intact and in the same 

form as presented on the network, you may download and view the content for your 

personal and non commercial use. 

 

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 

Mansfield Armchair Cinemas do not guarantee or warrant that any or all of the Benefits 

or Rewards of our Membership will be available at all times. Mansfield Armchair Cinema 

reserves the right to change, modify, limit or cancel any of the Membership Benefits or 

Rewards at any time. This includes limiting the availability of Rewards.  All other 

changes will be the subject of a notice on www.the-mac.com.au 

 

 Earning Rewards  

 

(a) Subject to these Terms and Conditions, a Member will receive a Reward when their 

Membership Card shows that they have reached the required Visit Balance. 

 

(b) A Member's Visit Balance is updated when the Member purchases a ticket to see a 

movie at a Mansfield Armchair Cinema 

at the ticket box by presenting their Membership Card prior to the completion of the 

ticket purchase. 

 

(c) It is the Member's responsibility to remember to show their Membership Card . 

Mansfield Armchair Cinema  is in no way liable for any loss or missed opportunity should 

a Member fail to show their Membership Card . 

 

(d) Members will earn one (1) Visit for each paid ticket to a any session. The ticket 

purchased must be used by the Member to count towards a Visit and a Member cannot 



earn a Visit by purchasing tickets for other people. Purchasing tickets for special events 

where the ticket has been incorporated into the total package price, such as Movie 

Marathons, will count as one Visit. The price of the paid ticket has no bearing on the 

amount of Visits the member will earn. . The redemption of a Free Movie Ticket Reward 

will not count as a Visit as it is not a paid ticket. 

 

HOW WE USE THE INFORMATION WE COLLECT 

 

We use personal information primarily for the purpose for which it was collected. 

Because most of our information is collected from you directly, you will normally be 

aware of the purpose of the collection. For example, information may be collected from 

you so that we can fulfil prizes, offer discounts and process online transactions. 

 

In relation to our loyalty program, information we collect may be used to invite loyalty 

program members to special screenings and events as well as to make special ticket 

and promotional offers. 

 

HOW WE PROTECT OUR INFORMATION COLLECTION 

 

We will take all reasonable steps to ensure the security of all personal information we 

collect. This involves protecting it from misuse and loss, as well as from modification and 

disclosure. 

 

The inherent nature of the Internet means that the security of any transmission of 

information to us using the Internet cannot be guaranteed. 

 

The electronic databases that hold information as well as our internal systems are 

designed to restrict access to only those people who require specific information. 

 

In addition, your personal information is only kept while it is required for the purpose for 

which it was collected or for a permitted secondary purpose. Reading regularly deletes 

and de-identifies personal information if we no longer need the information. 


